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The book treats the pattern of Indian policy towards Burma within
the idealist-realist framework. The attitude against the regime and
support for the democratic opposition is characterized as an idealist-
humanist impulse (p. 121) while the turnaround is depicted as a swing
towards realism. However, in the opinion of this reviewer a more
appropriate framework to analyse the policy reorientation could have
been drawn from the foreign policy change literature thereby highlighting
the adaptive nature of foreign policy behaviour and pinpointing the
degree and level of change. The sources, conditions and consequences
of foreign policy change could then be more systematically analysed
and policy reorientation placed along a continuum stretching from
moderate, significant to extreme restructuring. In the absence of such a
framework the study is more like a compendium of mutual interactions.

In sum, the main merit of the book lies in bringing together the
recent developments in India’s Burma policy without neglecting the
historical and regional contexts within which this bilateral relationship
has evolved. Those who are interested in one minor facet of India’s
Look East policy might find this book quite useful.
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Making Enemies: War and State Building in Burma. By Mary P Callahan.
Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 2003. 268pp.

On 2 March 1962 the Burmese military (tatmadaw) led by General Ne
Win seized power and went on to rule Burma for the next 26 years.
Mary P Callahan provides a cogent and complex narrative of the events
leading to this seizure of power that challenges many of the conventional
explanations of the coup. These range from the official tatmadaw
justification of its action to save the Union from disintegration following
the concessions that Prime Minister U Nu had made to insurgent ethnic
groups challenging the Union, to analyses that argue for the military’s
growing appetite for political power following its first taste of it in
1958, when Ne Win first seized, or was “invited” by U Nu to take over
a government besieged by factional fighting.

Callahan’s account starts with the 19th century British colonial
state which found itself increasingly reliant upon armed coercion to
administer its territories because the indigenous institutions which it
could have deployed for indirect rule had been destroyed in a series of
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Anglo-Burmese wars. This for Callahan is the legacy of colonial rule:
“the primacy of coercion in state–society relations”. The colonial
institutions which replaced the old indigenous institutions were
destroyed by invading Japanese forces in World War II.

World War II is central to Callahan’s narrative because it is in the
long Burma campaign that the origins of the tatmadaw are rooted — in
the warring factions of the Burma Independence Army sponsored by
the Japanese and the anti-Japanese armed resistance supported by the
Allies. The British returned to confront these warring armed groups
and factions and sort out “who would hold the guns, who would tell
whom what to do, and who would have authority over what territory”.
It was in the negotiations and political manoeuvring between 1945 and
1948 that the seeds of divisions in the military were laid, especially in
the British decision for a “two-wing” army of ethnic Burman soldiers
and non-Burmans. The new Army’s acceptance of civilian control in
1948 appeared to be more out of expediency rather than conviction.

What then transformed this weak, faction-ridden force in 1948 to
the powerful military in 1958 that stepped in to save the Union?
Putting down mutinies and combating ethnic unrest and insurgency in
the horseshoe-shaped periphery around the heartland of the Burmese
state certainly provided the opportunity for the military to expand its
role and capacity for armed coercion. However, Callahan argues that it
was more the KMT crisis that provided the impetus for the tatmadaw to
transform itself. Fear that China might move to annex the parts of
Burma occupied by some 12,000 US-supplied KMT troops led Burma
to transform its still fragmented, decentralized guerrilla force into a
modern army to take on the KMT. By the late 1950s the tatmadaw was
not only a conventional war machine, but also a thriving business
enterprise via its Defence Services Institute which not only managed
army canteens, but also banks.

The underlying theme of Callahan’s narrative is not about the “old
professionalism” of confining the military to the external security of
the nation–state under civilian control; nor is it about the “new
professionalism” of an expanding, politicized military engaged in the
internal security of the nation–state. It is more about the role of armed
coercion and warfare in the definition and building of a state, as was
the case in early modern Europe. The post-colonial Burmese state is
defined by World War II, disputes over decolonization, post-
independence inter-ethnic conflicts, and external threats.

Callahan’s narrative challenges our understanding of Myanmar
today. Elsewhere in Southeast Asia and the wider Asia Pacific, we are
witnessing an ascendancy of the “old professionalism” among the
military, except in Myanmar (and Pakistan). Post-Cold War globalization,
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democratization and other forces and institutions have forced the
military in Indonesia, Thailand and elsewhere in the region to rethink
their role in politics. But in Myanmar (the new name given by the State
Law and Order Restoration Committee or SLORC) colonialism, World
War II, and the failures of post-colonial governments have left no
countervailing forces or institutions to challenge the tatmadaw’s
dominance of the state through coercion. For how much longer can this
tatmadaw dominance of the state continue? This is the challenge for
Myanmar’s neighbours and partners in ASEAN: to conceive of alternative
futures for Myanmar and strategies to initiate change.
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Non-Traditional Security in the Asia-Pacific: The Dynamics of
Securitisation. By Ralf Emmers. Singapore: Eastern Universities Press
[Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore)], 2004. 84pp.

In a region marred by comprehensive and multifaceted security
challenges, non-traditional security agendas have attracted a great deal
of scholarly attention in Southeast Asia to grapple with security issues
that cannot be explained by the traditional approaches. Ralf Emmers’
monograph, Non-Traditional Security in the Asia-Pacific: The Dynamics
of Securitisation, is an important contribution to the growing discourse
on non-traditional security studies in the region. Comprising four major
chapters with a brief Introduction and a succinct Conclusion, the author
examines non-traditional security issues in Thailand, Singapore and
Australia using the “securitisation theory” of the Copenhagen School.

Chapter 1 discusses the framework of analysis developed by Barry
Buzan, Ole Waever and Jaap de Wilde of the Conflict and Peace Research
Institute (COPRI) based in Copenhagen. In the book, Security: A New
Framework of Analysis (Lynne Rienner, 1998), Buzan and his associates
introduce the concept of “securitisation” to challenge the traditional
conception of security. Emmers applies the “securitisation theory” to
have a deeper understanding of the “securitisation” of drug trafficking,
piracy/maritime terrorism, and people smuggling in Thailand, Singapore
and Australia, respectively. Though the Copenhagen School of security
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